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January – May 2013
The Salem Arts Association had
another wonderful year with many
events and exhibits to share with
the community.

Glass art by Pamela Perkins

SAA EXHIBITIONS 2013
3rd Annual Artists and
Authors Winter Exhibition
at the Hawthorne Hotel
The House of Seven
Gables en plein air week
and exhibition
ARTISTS’ ROW:
• People’s Choice
• Faces of Salem
• Photography
• Mini Marvels
• Salem Halloween
7th PEM Inspirational:
The Gift in response to
PEM’s Fabergé Revealed
at 181 Essex Street, a
PEM building on the
pedestrian mall.
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As we look back on 2013 and
our 3rd Annual Artists and
Authors Winter Exhibition at
the Hawthorne Hotel, it was a
success and our 7th Annual PEM
Inspirational show drew more
participants than ever. We have
added another new adventure
in the springtime which has all
the earmarks of becoming a new
tradition! The House of Seven
Gables invited us to explore and
paint en plein air last spring for a
week culminating in an exhibition
within their gallery area.
Our membership continues to
grow despite the lack of a year
round home which still is a major
goal for SAA. Our supporters and
benefactors have also continued
to grow (see the inside back
cover for a list) and our ability to
share with the community is on
an upward swing! Salem Arts also
received a grant from the Salem
Cultural Council (through the Mass
Cultural Council) in support of our
activities.
Artists’ Row was alive with activity
this year featuring exhibits,
workshops, and lots of live music
for the passerby to enjoy. We
spent our first year in the largest
building on Artists’ Row which
gave us more room to showcase
art, to create more of an art
center for folks to drop into and
chat, and to give us space to

hold receptions for our rotating
exhibitions.
The city of Salem has ventured
into art in a big way in 2013.
They invited the consultants Via
Partnership to work with a stellar
cast from the city to help develop
a Public Art Master Plan.
(Representatives were from all
around the city including the PEM,
The Salem Partnership, the Salem
Redevelopment Authority, the
National Park Service, The Design
Review Board, The Chamber of
Commerce, and of course the
City planning department. I was
also invited as a representative
of SAA.) After the working group
met with the consultants and the
community over many months
Via Partnership presented the city
with a plan in October of 2013. It’s
now published on the city website.
In the plan there are some
encouraging words for Artists’
Row as well as the arts in general
from a community perspective.
Two recommendations that may
be implemented are a Public
Art Commission and a Public
Art Fund. Both of these will help
support the rich and diverse arts
community that is already here!
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3rd Annual
Artists &
Authors
Winter
Exhibiton
Salem Arts Association and the
Hawthorne Hotel join together to bring
the community a celebration of the arts
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Above: The setting of our Artists and Authors Winter exhibition, the
lovely Hawthorne Hotel. Right: Work presented by Screw Loose Studio
artist member Dan Bowne.

Salem artists and writers converged
on February 28, 2013 to celebrate the
third annual Artists and Authors Winter
Exhibition. Begun in 2011, the event,
which is hosted by the historic Hawthorne
Hotel and managed by the Salem Arts
Association, is free and open to the public.
Showcasing local writers and authors
and connecting them with the Salem
community, the event has only grown and
flourished over the years.
	Located in the Hawthorne Hotel’s
Grand Ballroom, which was generously
donated by the hotel for the night of
the event, this year’s exhibition was a
celebration of all things art. A total of 24
artists and writers signed up to participate
in the event, some coming for the first
time, while some, like writer and illustrator
Chris Cuddy or photographer Karen
Hosking, have participated in the event in
past years as well.
	The night began at 5 o’clock when the
special demonstration by architectural
illustrator Frank Costantino commenced.
As crowds looked on, Costantino began
painting, in the bright and vivid hues of
watercolors, an image of Salem’s Artists’
Row, which is the heart and center of the
Salem Arts Association. Inspired by the
invitation to represent Artists’ Row at

this year’s Winter Exhibition, Costantino
envisioned an image that would capture all
of the “social benefits that can be derived
from the space” at Artists’ Row, a goal
which Costantino achieved by depicting
in his painting all of the activities that take
place in Artists’ Row throughout the year,
from musical events to visitors exploring
the SAA Gallery.
	At 6 o’clock, after Costantino’s demonstration, the doors opened wide and
guests poured into the Grand Ballroom,
where they were greeted by the musical
imaginings of local musician Jeff Buckridge.
Walking through the rows of tables,
guests admired paintings and sculptures,
perused chapbooks written by local poets,
and had the chance to chat with and have
their copies of books signed by the local
authors. As guests moved from table
to table, they could not help but notice
the wide range of artistic creations--from
the custom-etched glass designs of Jack
Walsh, to the futuristic metal sculptures
produced by Screw Loose Studios, to the
fine art portraits of family pets painted by
Jan Condon.
	As the event wound down to a close
at 9 o’clock, the work for the Salem Arts
Association and the artists and authors
who participated in the event was only
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just beginning. There was the 2014
Winter Exhibition to plan for, new
displays to imagine, paintings to
paint and poetry to draft. In the
months that followed the event,
special guest demonstrator Frank
Costantino finished the watercolor
illustration of Artists’ Row that he
began at the Winter Exhibition.
The piece was later raffled off in
September at the closing reception
of the 7th Annual PEM Inspirational
Show, The Gift, which was
sponsored by the SAA and inspired
by the PEM’s Fabergé Revealed
exhibit, with proceeds going to
support the artist and the Salem
Arts Association.

Artist paints Artists’ Row at watercolor demonstration

Top left to right: Ellen Hardy, SAA Board member, and past president
with SAA Board member and co-chair of the event Sara Ashodian.

Above: Frank Costantino demonstrates how to mix color, how to apply color, and tells the audience about the
types of paper along with many other ways to improve your watercolor painting.
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Beginning his career as an architect, it was Frank Costantino’s work in architectural
illustration, as he prepared watercolor images of architectural designs, that
inspired his interest in fine art. A self-taught and award-winning artist, Costantino
has been drawing all of his life and has been working in sketchbooks for over
four decades. Taking inspiration from a number of artists, ranging from Winslow
Homer to Caravaggio to John Singer Sargent, as well as local artists, such as Frank
Weston Benson of Salem, Costantino adds that he was also influenced by his
sister, a fellow artist, who has won a number of prizes for her work in miniature.
Painting primarily in plein air, Costantino emphasizes that it is the immediacy of the
style that appeals to him and the fact that it allows him to work outside and with his subject
directly before him. His background in architectural illustration naturally drew him to work
in watercolor and ink, which Costantino describes as “irreversible mediums” that he enjoys
because they require a steady hand and force him “to observe carefully before making
any marks.” Painting a wide range of subjects, including boats, landscapes and portraits,
Costantino gravitates towards painting buildings, adding that it’s his expertise.
	In past years, Costantino’s work has appeared in PleinAir Magazine, The Boston
Globe, Fine Art Connoisseur, and other publications, while his work has been recently on
exhibit at the Dolphin Gallery in Hingham, as well as a number of other galleries anywhere
from New Jersey to Vermont, and throughout the North and South Shores and Boston. In
addition to his art, and the architectural design projects he is still engaged with, Costantino
is currently working to create a studio work space and gallery in Winthrop. A signature
member of the New England Watercolor Society and the Northeast Watercolor Society,
as well as an elected member of New York’s Salmagundi Club, Costantino has helped
to organize the nation-wide Plein Air Vermont event. In addition to a number of other
projects, he says that he is looking forward to completing future projects along the Charles
River in association with, and in order to benefit, the Charles River Conservancy.
	Costantino concluded that “it’s the creative flow, the challenge of the moment, the
challenge to capture what’s in front of you in an expressive and unique way” that he
most enjoys about being an artist. When asked if he had any advice for new artists,
Costantino replied simply, “Just start sketching.”
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7th Annual
PEM
Inspirational
Show
“The Gift”
Salem Arts Association is inspired
each year by a different
Peabody Essex Museum (PEM)
exhibit and then produces
a community exhibit
to celebrate. This year we were
inspired by “Fabergé Revealed.”

Each year the Salem Art Association
members are inspired by an exhibition
at the Peabody Essex Museum and
create artworks around the theme of
that exhibit being shown currently
at the museum. During 2013 the
PEM featured the exquisite Fabergé
Revealed show. It included such things
as the detailed and delightful eggs
created for the Russian aristocracy
among many other wonderful objects.
The SAA adopted the name,”The Gift”
for its 7th PEM Inspirational show.
Pat Dunbar’s, The Gift (titled after
the show’s name); was about gifts given
and received, it was a stand-out piece,
unfolding accordian style to a length
of nearly eight feet with each page
a remembrance of an
important period or
person of Dunbar’s life
captured in a photo of
a gift. Individual pages
are a composition of
text and photograph;
together the pages fold
into a polished book
reflecting Dunbar’s early
career in book design
(see photo on page 8).
	Members of the
SAA used a wide variety
of media in two and
three dimensions. Some interpretations
were as direct as Henry Zbyszynski’s
Right top to bottom: The Gift invitation, the storefront at 181 Essex Street owned by the PEM and
loaned to us for the exhibit; Dean Lahikainen, Carolyn
and Peter Lynch Curator of American Decorative Art
who graciously judged this year’s Inspirational (photograph courtesy of the Peabody Essex Museum)
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THE GIFT EXHIBITION LIST:
photograph Le Cadeau de Bavarder
of men talking in afternoon sunlight,
Melissa Birtwell’s luxurious Le Cadeau,
twining necklace with hand wrapped
stones, or Mary Szeman’s sewn
appliqué A Gift of Color. Ellen Hardy’s
oil painting, Into the Fire combined
painted surfaces with printed news
imagery, commemorating the deaths
of 21 firefighters in Arizona. Jack
Walsh of Dancing Sand used glass as
his medium. He cut and glued 3/4”
glass and etched designs to directly
comment on the egg inspiration and
technical complexity of the PEM show
with his piece A Layer Egg.
	The SAA exhibit which took
place in a PEM owned storefront
at 181 Essex Street also included a
watercolor painting of Artists’ Row
by Frank Costantino (which graces
our cover this issue) and which was
raffled off as a benefit to the Salem
Arts Association during the exhibit.
-—Mary Spitzer

Below Mary Szeman Best (reception coordinator) helps serve visiting guests to the exhibition
reception.

Right top to clockwise: Patricia Dunbar’s The Gift, Ed Myskowski’s sculpture
Gift: An Open Mind, Jack Walsh’s etched glass A Layer Egg, Gary LaParl
(former SAA President) chats with a guest, Melissa Birtwell and Ellen Amos
Penn, co-chairs of the exhibit, Melissa Birtwell’s necklace Le Cadeau,
Rebecca DeVries’ Nature’s Gift and a close-up of Jennifer “Jeff” Bowie’s
silver work Scars and Spare Parts
8
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Ellen Amos
The Gift of Sacrifice
Acrylic on Paper
$80.00

Jennifer “Jeff ” Bowie
Gifts of the Garden
Sterling Silver, Pearls
$1,250.00

Tommy Gagnon
The Gift of Creation
Plaster
$80.00

Sun Levine
Small Lidded Jar w/Spoon
Clay
$45.00

Paula Beaulieu
My Love Is Never Ending
Watercolor and Wax
$600.00

Jennifer “Jeff ” Bowie
Scars and Spare Parts
Sterling Silver
$1,250.00

Tommy Gagnon
The Gift of Enlightenment
Plaster
$90.00

Ed Myskowski
Gift: An Open Mind
Sculpture (Wood/Marble)
NFS

Paula Beaulieu
The Catch
Watercolor
$300.00

Dan Browne
Leif
Found Objects
$100.00

Ellen Hardy
The Book of Hearts
Oil on Paper
NFS

Elise Mankes
And Bingo Was His Name-O
Mixed Media
$250.00

Mary Szeman Best
A Gift of Color
Fabric/Textile; Quilting Art
$30.00

Dan Browne
Nesting Bird
Found Objects
$250.00

Ellen Hardy
Into the Fire
Oil on Canvas & Mixed Media
$600.00

Heather Reid
Czarina
Photography
$50.00

Sheila Farren Billings
Derby House Garden
Acrylic
$350.00

Susan K. Burgess
These Are For You
Oil
$350.00

Karen Hosking
Bling
Photography
$175.00

Mary Spitzer
The Gift
Pencil Drawing
NFS

Sheila Farren Billings
Children’s Barn
Cut Paper
$350.00

Susan K. Burgess
Gift of the Sea
Watermedia
$375.00

Elisabeth Kaplan
Surprise!!!
Mixed Media
$200.00

Anne Sterling
The Gift of a Garden
Acrylic on Canvas
NFS

Sheila Farren Billings
The Gift
Acrylic
NFS

Susan Dodge
Mother Mary Full of Grace
Mixed Media – Original Painting
$200.00

Bill Kelley
Gift of Life
Gelatin Silver Photos
$1,500.00

Jack Walsh
A Layer Egg
Glass
$750.00

Melissa Birtwell
Le Cadeau
14K Gold-Filled Wire, Crystal,
Pearls
$1,100.00

Rebecca deVries
A Gift in Hand
Mixed Media – Assemblage
$95.00

Bill Kelley
Untitled
Gelatin Silver Photo
$500.00

Jack Walsh
Tempered Egg
Glass

James Bostick
IV – The Empress
Photographic Silver Print
$180.00

Rebecca deVries
Nature’s Gift
Mixed Media
NFS

James Bostick
Seven of Cups
Photographic Silver Print
$180.00

Patricia Dunbar
The Gift
InDesign – Book
NFS

James Bostick
Queen of Cups
Photographic Silver Print
$180.00

Susan Fader
A Gift for Alexander
Mixed Media
$400.00

Bill Kelley
Love
Gelatin Silver Photo
$500.00

Alikya Wingate
La Fin Du Monde
Wools of Nova Scotia/Newfoundland
$200.00

Sun Levine
Octagon Box
Clay
$65.00

Henry Zbyszynski
La Cadeau de Bavarder
Photography
$250.00

Sun Levine
Large Lidded Jar w/Spoon
Clay
$55.00
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Music on Artists’ Row all season!
7.
3.

1.

4.
2.

1.

9.

2.

5.
3.

There was music all season at
Artists’ Row—it didn’t matter if it was too
hot or too cold, they gave us their best.

6

10.

Above: A new event this year
was ART ATTACK the moniker
being the brainchild of musician
B.J. O’Reilly (#3).

An Artists’ Row special guest this
year was the tireless Lisa Marie
who was joined by the legendary
Bobby Ledger. (#10)

ART ATTACK was organized by
Spike Emerson (#2). Performing
at ART ATTACK were the Tokyo
Tramps (#1), Spike Emerson
Society (#2), Bad Actors (#4), and
Black Dog Brother (#5).

(#11) A young child gets to be a
drummer for awhile and thoroughly enjoyed himself.

Always here for the arts the
entertaining Dave Bailin (#6) who
often invites others to join him.

8.

4.

9.

11.

(#12) A Halloween regular is Chris
Corkum tearing up the Row for the
high holiday.

12.

ALL MUSIC PHOTOS BY ELLEN HARDY

7.

And this year Steve McAloon
performed for the first time alone
after showing up many times to
play with other bands (#7)

10.

8.

11.

And back again to create their
magic were One More (#8).
New on the scene this year as a
group but each individually has
played many an open mic was the
Thrift Store Roots Project (#9).
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S’ART takes a look
back at some of the
highlights of the
2013 season at the
Salem Arts Gallery
on Artists’ Row.

Top clockwise: Elaine Snow,
Salem Station; Ziggy Hartfelder,
The Pianist’s House;
Henry Zbyszynski, Two Girls;
Ellen Hardy, The Face of Notre
Dame, Paris

Exhibits
in
Review

Below: Young art aficianados study the work during our People’s Choice show so they could cast a vote on their favorite. They were
studying Patricia Dunbar’s mixed media piece titled The Spy at the Tea Party.

PEOPLE’S CHOICE
FACES OF SALEM
PHOTOGRAPHY
MINI MARVELS
SALEM HALLOWEEN
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Artists’ Row exhibits and events

Left and above: Avant Guardians (live music with live painting) performed a few times on Artists’ Row and Derby Sq.

Middle clockwise from left top: College
students enjoy SAA’s new Art Center
area and chat about the arts; SAA artist
member Therese Devoe drops by with an
international friend; Henry Zbyszynski tells
an engaging story to local artist and photographer Bill Kelley and his wife Barbara;
sculpture by Notre Dame professor Austin
Collins was installed on Artists’ Row this
season (left) and a little shenagins by some
local artist donned a monkey for the day
atop the scuplture.

Top clockwise: A view of our gallery
during our People’s Choice; Heather
Reid takes to painting outdoors for
the afternoon; the People’s Choice
winners; inset are two pages from
People’s Choice winner Donna Albino’s
altered book titled Hidden Window;
Pat Gorham takes to the outdoors
bringing out materials from inside the
gallery on a glorious day.
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MEMBER SNAPSHOTS

How would you describe your work?
I paint and sculpt with abstracted organic
forms.

Jack Walsh
Where do you find inspiration?
Everywhere
Any strange adventures?
Networking that is different
Can you recommend a book?
The Artists Way by Julia
Cameron
Do you have a favorite medium
and why?
Glass it is fun to play with it can
be ground, carved, sawed....

While Jack does
his sandblasting in
another area it’s
here at his desk
that he puts the
finishing touches on
his projects.

How would you describe your work?
Unique and wonder
When you started as an artist, what did
you want to create?
To do something different, interesting
How do your projects come about?
Sometimes they just pop or I say I
wonder if?
What makes Salem special?
The sea views

16
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Janis Lavine

What are you working on now?
I’m trying to resolve a high-relief sculpted
image inspired by the Anghor Wat temples. I
inherited temple-rubbings from the walls
of these temples from my aunt who once
traveled there.
How do your projects come about?
I draw several possibilities for sculpture using
thick oil pastels. I keep drawing until one image
expresses what I want to say and then decide
how I will form it.
What makes Salem special?
The history. There is something mysterious
about the past that seems so present. Antiquity
from the China Trade. The early American
culture that became so wrapped up in the witch
trials. It’s especially unique and interesting to
someone who grew up in the South.

Do you have any tips for
beginning artists?
Never Stop!

Where do you find inspiration?
The natural universe. Ancient architecture, art,
be it native North American Pueblo, Navajo,
Mayan or Asian as I mentioned.

What is your favorite thing
about being an artist?
Watching people see the art
I have done

Any strange adventures?
I’ve hiked a North Carolina mountain where I
discovered friends at the top whom I had no
way to know or a reason why I might find them
there! We spent the night in an abandoned
forest ranger tower that swayed to and fro
during a fierce rainstorm bombarded with
thunder and lightning. I went spelunking for
16 hours in a cave on a farmer’s property in
Tennessee.

Anything else you’d like to say?
I am having fun

Do you have any tips for beginning artists?
Find your own visual language in what ever art
medium that expresses your ideas.
What is your favorite thing about being an
artist?
A mindset that is constantly throwing out ideas
about creative solutions in art and every day
life. I don’t have an off switch.

Fourth from the right educator Janis Lavine works with her Salem
High National Art Honor Society students on a project in which she
was commissioned by the Peabody Essex Museum.

Anything else you’d like to say?
I love teaching high school kids. A tremendous challenge.
To share knowledge and help students discover how to
express themselves and meet their own artistic challenges
can be pretty exciting. And hard work!
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Salem Arts Around Town
A new connection was made with OPUS
RESTAURANT and there will now be
monthly exhibits by Salem Arts Members.

Benefits of joining the
Salem Arts Association

Left are paintings by Ellen Hardy which were
followed the next month by photographs of
Morocco by Henry Zbyszysnski (below), and
the following month by the paintography of
Anne Sterling (shown here with her husband
Arthur at our first group show) and her
piece Flower Power from her exhibit.

• Exhibit work in member events
• Free or discounted entry
to open SAA events
• Display work for sale in
the SAA Retail Store
• Networking opportunities
with artists and patrons
• Free or discounted SAA classes,
programs, and events
• Discount on purchases from
SAA events and SAA retail store
• Discounts from local businesses
and organizations
• SAA website listing with
description, images, and URL
• Voting privileges
• eBlasts and newsletter updating
you on the arts in the region
• Support the local arts

Salem Arts Annual Meeting, Open Forum, and Arts Social
was held at the Ward II Social Club on December 9, 2013

The Peabody Essex
Museum (PEM)
invited 10 local artists
to help paint a mural
in the Asian staircase.
It was part of their
Freeport Series and
Michael Lin Project.
Shown far left is SAA
artist and Board
member Ellen Hardy.

Join as an Artist Member
Individual—$50 / year
Household—$80 / year
Individual artists benefits for up to four (4) people
in the same household. You will be able to log
in to your account after payment confirmation to
additional household members.
Student—$15/ year
($35 discount off the Individual Rate)
For students attending any educational program at
least half-time (proof of enrollment required).
Support the SAA even if you are not an artist!
You can become an Associate Member
SUPPORTER

$100.00

PATRON

$250.00

BENEFACTOR

$500.00

ADVOCATE

$1000.00

CHAMPION

$2500.00

VISIONARY

$5000.00

www.salemartsassociation.org
Every June enjoy the Salem Arts
Festival all over downtown Salem
Salem Arts Association joins with Salem Main
Streets to celebrate the arts the first full weekend
in June. Check out the website for more
information on what happened in 2013 and
what’s coming up for 2014 on June 6-8!

www.salemartsfestival.org
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Salem Arts Association
In-Kind Donations
PEABODY ESSEX MUSEUM
HAWTHORNE HOTEl

Advocate $1000
P.B.& J. FOUNDATION

Benefactors $500
THE ART CORNER

Patron $250
Salem FIVE charitable foundation
SCARLET LETTER PRESS
BEVERLY COOPERATIVE BANK
LIGHTSPEED PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

Our printing services cater to the eclectic world of Artists & Authors
Supporter $100
CITIZENS FOR ADEQUATE HOUSING
NORTHEY STREET HOUSE B&B
THE SALEM PARTNERSHIP
DANCING SAND PRODUCTIONS
HARDY HOUSE
KENSINGTON STOBART GALLERY
HENRY ZBYSZYNSKI

Chap Books - Comic Books - Magazines - Bound Books
Art Scans - Prints - Note Cards - Postcards - Posters - And Much More

Creative Materials to promote your Gallery Show
SAA Members: 20% Print Discount
102 Wharf Street | Salem, MA 01970
P: 978-741-1850 | M: 978-219-7420
Info@TSLPress.com | TSLPress.com

Salem Arts, en plein air at
The House of Seven Gables
Salem Arts members were invited
to explore for a week the grounds
of The House of Seven Gables in
the spring. At the end of the week
an exhibition was held to see what
we produced.
Left to right: Aziz
Isaak puts more
details into his
watercolor of The
House of Seven
Gables. Sue Grillo
shows us some of
her sketches.

A reception was held to see what we produced over the
week. Since many artists were often unaware what their
counterparts were doing it was a delight to see what was
accomplished during a rather cold week in April.
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